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“Take Note of the Dogs” 
Phil. 3:1-14 [vv. 1-3] 

Prepared by Patrick J. Griffiths 
 
Biblical Christianity boasts only in Christ and in Christ alone and only.  Paul’s letters are 
written in response to questions asked or problems surfacing.1  Hence, the church often does 
not know or articulate what it believes until someone gets it wrong.  Paul defines what Biblical 
Christianity looks like.  His definition is three-fold.  He then contrasts a false circumcision with 
his own experience.  Paul appears patient and kind (v. 1) and then says “beware of the dogs” 
(v. 2).  The tone shift between verses 1 and 2 is noteworthy.   
 

What the word’s Pauline and wider usage does not lead one to expect is a transition into what amounts to 
a rhetorical flame-thrower: ‘and beyond that, rejoice in the Lord . . . : beware of the dogs!’2 

 
I do not believe the categories noted in verse 2 are distinct as much as expansive.  Those who 
are of the false circumcision are dogs (i.e. unclean).  The contrast is between the false of verse 2 
and the true of verse 3.  Again, we can treat the three categories of verse 3 as distinct or see 
them as synonymous and expansive.  Worshiping in the Spirit is glorifying the Christ and thus 
puts no confidence in the flesh. 
 
Beginning with verse 4 Paul shows the reader what his past looked like and how he was 
putting his confidence in the flesh.  He was once “of the false circumcision.”  His resume reads 
like a “who’s who of the religious right” (vv. 5-6).  He then contrasts this with “true 
circumcision” beginning in verse 7.  Our text is part of a larger thought running through 
chapter 3. 
 

• Biblical Christianity defined (vv. 1-3) 

• Biblical Christianity described (vv. 4-14) 

• Biblical Christianity defended (vv. 15-21) 
 
We will only consider verses 1-3 in our current study.  Paul moves from what he has just said 
to his final subject matter.3  He invites them to rejoice in the Lord.  “Their joy is in the Lord 
because he is both its occasion and its source.”4  Paul reiterates what he has said as a means of 
protecting the church.  Paul does not tire in preaching to and protecting the Church. 
 
In verses 1-3 Paul defines biblical Christianity (vv. 1-3).   Paul’s opponents are those who claim 
Christianity without a sufficient Christ.  They believe Jesus is necessary, but do not believe 
He is enough.  Often their motives are sincere and their communication is genuine, but they 
are wrong. 
 

[Here we have] false teachers who identified themselves with the broad Christian community.  [Some 
suggest] the opponents were non-Christian Jews, but this is highly unlikely, because it has not been 
characteristic of Jewish people to pressure Gentiles to be circumcised.5 
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I find this troubling.  Is it possible that our opponents are often those who profess the name of 
Christ and Christianity?  How heart wrenching such a reality is.  Yet is this not part of Paul’s 
warning to the Elders of Ephesus (Acts 20:28-31; see also Matthew 7:15 and 2 Peter 2:1-3)? 
 

28 Be on guard for yourselves and for all the flock, among which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers, 
to shepherd the church of God which He purchased with His own blood. 29 I know that after my 
departure savage wolves will come in among you, not sparing the flock; 30 and from among your own 
selves men will arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away the disciples after them. 31 Therefore be 

on the alert, remembering that night and day for a period of three years I did not cease to admonish each 
one with tears. (Acts 20:28-31) 
 
Beware of the false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly are ravenous wolves. 
(Matt. 7:15) 
 
1 But false prophets also arose among the people, just as there will also be false teachers among you, 
who will secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the Master who bought them, bringing 
swift destruction upon themselves. 2 Many will follow their sensuality, and because of them the way of 
the truth will be maligned; 3and in their greed they will exploit you with false words; their judgment 
from long ago is not idle, and their destruction is not asleep. (2 Pet. 2:1-3) 

 
Paul identifies his opponents as enemies of the cross.  Such people are dogs and mutilators of 
the flesh.  They do not glory in Christ and they continue to place their confidence in their 
supposed good works.  Yet their message resonates with some within the Church, thus the 
attraction.  This is what I find so startling. 
 

The Judaizing faction had a surface attractiveness to many, despite the (literally) painful consequences if 
Gentiles were to submit.6 

 
There is a call to sacrifice and commitment in the gospel invitation.  We must lose ourselves if 
we are to be found.  We give up all in order to gain all (Phil. 3:4ff).   The call in this fellowship 
and that of others is the same.  The motive, however, is perhaps different.  Your works cannot 
earn God’s love, acceptance, forgiveness, blessing, or reward.  All that you desire you already 
have in Christ.  What we do not offer you is any grounds for personal gain or boasting.  What 
we will say to you is that it isn’t about you, but God.  We will thank you for your service 
rendered and gifts given, but such works offered will not make God love you any more than 
He already does.  There is nothing you can do to undo what God has done.  This is what it 
means to glory in Christ Jesus and to place no confidence in your flesh/works.  As we consider 
this text, let us note how Paul draws a sharp contrast between the false gospel and that which 
is true. 
 

Verse 2 on any reckoning represents a sharp and sudden change of tone.  It introduces a new section, 
which begins without any syntactical markers or links to what has just gone before.  There is no ‘and’ or 
‘therefore’ or ‘moreover’, but simply: ‘Beware of the dogs.  The first paragraph explodes with a bitterly 
satirical attack on a group of enemies.7 
 
The Greek of this sentence creates a striking linguistic and acoustic effect: three times Paul repeats his 
warning to ‘watch out’, and each time he adds an article and an object beginning with the letter ‘K’ (tous 
kunas . . . tous kakous ergatas . . .  ten katatomen).  The form of this verse, along with its abrupt opening, 
is clearly calculated to prick up the ears of his audience.8 
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In defining biblical Christianity he begins by noting what it isn’t (v. 2).  “Paul is not so much 
warning the Philippians to be on guard against their opponents, as he is asking them to pay 
careful attention to them, to study them, so as to understand them and to avoid adopting their 
destructive beliefs and practices.”9  The grammar used for “beware” calls for habitual action.10  
What follows are three “carefully chosen terms to achieve intense irony, not merely to use 
derogatory speech.”11 

 
First, be aware of the dogs (v. 2).  In 2009 pet owners spent 45.4 billion on their pets.12  It is 
important to separate our affection toward dogs as pets and see them for what they were in 
the Ancient Near East culture.  They were a nuisance at best and destructive at worst.  Our 
Lord uses the term “dog” with derision in contrasting them with holiness.  He also places 
them with swine (Matt. 7:6).  Peter uses dogs to illustrate the unbelieving (2 Pet. 2:22).  The 
apostle John places dogs with “sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, 
and whosoever loves and makes a lie” (Rev. 22:15). 13  

 
The Jews, who have here the same appellative which they formerly gave to the Gentiles, because the 
Gentiles were not included in the covenant, they called them DOGS; and themselves, the children of the 
Most High.  Now, they are cast out of the covenant and the Gentiles taken in; therefore they are the dogs, 
and the Gentiles the children.14  
 
Paul uses the term here of those who prowl around the Christian congregations, seeking to win 
converts.15 
  

These dogs are wolves in sheep’s clothing.  They roam in packs seeking to destroy the church 
of Jesus Christ.  Their motives might be sincere, but their confidence is in their own works. 
 

Second, be aware of the evil workers.  “Likewise, the ‘bad works’ people [are] Paul’s 
contemptuous name for the ‘good works’ people.  They are the ones who are insisting that 
only keeping the law will do as the standard for membership in God’s people.”16  These people 
have placed their confidence in their own self righteousness.  Yet their self righteousness is 
nothing less than filthy rags (Isa. 64:6). 
 
Third, be aware of the mutilators.   It is the only time in the New Testament this word is used. 
 

The Greek word for circumcision is peritome (to cut around); katatome, used here, denotes ‘cutting to 
pieces,’ hence ‘mutilate.’  This word play, especially the emphatic ‘for we are the circumcision’ (v. 3), not 
to mention that Paul begins his testimony with this word – ahead of tribe and people – makes it certain 
that circumcision is the primary issue between Paul and them.17 
 

Their zeal and commitment are notable.  They are admired for their great devotion to God.  
They have done their self righteous acts before others and they have their reward. 
 

Here in Philippians Paul takes the Judaizers’ greatest source of pride and interprets it as the surest sign 
that they have no share among God’s people.18 

 
In stating what the gospel is not, Paul turns to what is the gospel (v. 3).  “His counter-claim is 
equally strong.  ‘The circumcision – that’s us!’  In other words, if you want to know who really 
should have the title that belongs to God’s covenant people – well, here they are.”19 
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Continuing this line of thought, Paul draws the antithesis sharply by affirming that Christian believers 
have now become the true Jews.  Judaizers are the new Gentiles, while Christian believers have become 
the true Jews.20 

 
Paul identifies those who believe in Jesus Christ as the new people of God.  They are the 
people of the new covenant.  Often when dealing with such passages the question always 
comes up as to whether or not the Church replaces Israel and/or fulfills the promises made to 
Israel.  At the end of our study I will take some time to explain how I understand such things. 
 
But before digressing let us consider what constitutes an embracing of the true gospel.  Paul 
notes three qualifiers as to what biblical faith looks like. 
 
First, biblical Christianity worships in the Spirit of God.21 

 
The reference is surely to the eschatological significance of the Holy Spirit’s outpouring.  The coming of 
Christ, in other words, has ushered in the new age of salvation, and the Holy Spirit is the sign of this 
redemption.22 

 
The word worship was used of priestly service.  As believers we are worshiping God through 
the service we render.  When life is lived in Story, it is all an act of worship.  This is in contrast 
to those prescribed acts whereby God was worshipped.  This connects with John 4 and our 
Lord’s dialogue with the woman at the well.  Worship was once defined by activity and place.  
Now those who worship do so in Spirit and in Truth. 
 
Second, biblical Christianity glories in Christ Jesus.  This and what follows are in contrast.  
Those who glory in Christ Jesus put no confidence in the flesh.  The opposite is equally true.  
Those who place their confidence in the flesh do not glory in Christ Jesus. 
 

God himself is his people’s ‘boast’, and the only valid ‘boasting’ is rooted in God’s work and not one’s 
own.23 

 
Friend, our weakness is our strength and our boast is His cross. 
 
Finally, biblical Christianity puts no confidence in the flesh.  This is the defining element in our 
relationship with God.  Whether one is right with God or still alienated boils down to this one 
question, “In what are you placing your confidence?” 
 

The main thing Paul means by ‘the flesh,’ here and often in Galatians and Romans, is the pride of 
physical descent cherished by the Jews.24 

 
Several times up to this point Paul speaks of the gospel (1:5, 7, 12, 27; 2:22; 4:3, 15).  The word 
itself means “good news.”  The good news is in contrast to bad news.  Bad news is hearing that 
you must keep on trying and that somehow your work can effect change in your relationship 
with God.  Yet your work cannot undo what is impossible to be undone or secure what is 
impossible to be received.  Good news is hearing stop and rest in the work of another. 
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All of us hearing this recognize the tragedy of working for one’s justification, but few 
recognize the utter tragedy of working for one’s sanctification.  Our inability to affect change 
in our beginning and in our ending is equally true for the middle.  Christians are those who 
have not placed and continue to place no confidence in the flesh.  There was and is nothing 
you can do to change God’s relationship to you.   
 
What claim do you make today?  Do you boast and glory in your righteous acts or are you free 
falling into the arms of God?  Is Jesus simply necessary, but not enough?  Or is Jesus enough 
both in this life and in the life to come? 
 

Second, the Law is distinct from the Gospel in regard to content.  The Law can only make demands.  It 
tells us what we must do, but it is impotent to redeem us from its demands (Galatians 3:12-14).  The Law 
speaks to our works, always showing that even the best of them are tainted with the fingerprints of our 
sin and insufficient for salvation.  The Gospel contains no demand, only the mercy of God for sinners.  
“The Law tells us what we are to do.  No such instruction is contained in the Gospel.  On the contrary, the 
Gospel reveals to us only what God is doing.  The Law is speaking concerning our works; the Gospel, 
concerning the great works of God” (Walther, 9).25 

 
The Gospel is not a recipe for self-improvement.  It is that word of God that declares sins to be forgiven 
for the sake of the suffering and death of Jesus Christ.  It is all about Christ and what He has done for us.  
“Law is to be called, and to be, anything that refers to what we are to do.  On the other hand, the Gospel, 
or the Creed, is any doctrine or word of God which does not require works from us and does not 
command us to do something, but bids us simply accept as a gift the gracious forgiveness of our sins and 
everlasting bliss offered us” (Walther, 19).26 
 
The Law tells us about ourselves.  What it shows us is not good.  It diagnoses the sickness of our sin and 
puts death before us.  The Gospel, on the other hand, shows us the pure grace and favor of God in Jesus 
Christ.  It shows us a God who is not against us but for us, even to the point of death on the cross.27  
 
The clash between Law and Gospel puts faith itself on trial.  Is the Gospel really God’s last and final word 
that trumps the accusation of the Law?  Or is there something yet that I must do if I am to have peace 
with God?28 

 

There was a point in time when many of us embraced the good news of our Lord’s efficacious 
and substitutionary death in our behalf.  Yet have we drifted from this simplicity or do we 
continue to hold fast to the gospel?  In what or in whom are you placing your confidence?  
What is your testimony of deliverance?  May we continue to embrace the simplicity and purity 
of the gospel of grace. 
 
                                                 

1 “The apostle regularly gives expression to his theology in response to false teaching and that the 
Judaizing groups constituted the main front of Pauline opposition.  The subsequent history of the Christian 
church illustrates in detail how God’s people come to a clearer understanding of the truth when they are 
confronted with error.” Moises Silva, Philippians, BECNT (Baker, 1992), 168. 

2 Markus Bockmuehl, The Epistle to the Philippians (Hendrickson, 1998), 177. 
3 Gordon D. Fee, Paul’s Letter to the Philippians (Eerdmans, 1995), 288, 290. 
4 Markus Bockmuehl, The Epistle to the Philippians (Hendrickson, 1998), 178. 
5 Moises Silva, Philippians, BECNT (Baker, 1992), 169. “The opponents here were those who stressed the 

need of circumcision and were probably from the small Jewish group in Philippi who formed a sort of Jewish 
commonwealth.  They offered the Christians a legal religion in Judaism.”  Rogers and Rogers on Philippians 3:1. 

6 Gordon D. Fee, Paul’s Letter to the Philippians (Eerdmans, 1995), 289, 291. 
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7 Markus Bockmuehl, The Epistle to the Philippians (Hendrickson, 1998), 182. 
8 Markus Bockmuehl, The Epistle to the Philippians (Hendrickson, 1998), 184, 185.  “Paul gives rhetorical 

expression to the very deep concern he has about the seriousness of the problem that faces his friends.”  Gerald F. 
Hawthorne, Philippians, WBC (Word Books, 1983), 124. 

9 Gerald F. Hawthorne, Philippians, WBC (Word Books, 1983), 125.  “Beware--Greek, ‘Have your eye on’ 
so as to beware of. Contrast ‘mark,’ or ‘observe,’ namely, so as to follow Philippians 3:17.”  Bible Commentary 
Critical and Explanatory: Jamieson, Fausset, Brown on Philippians 3:2. 

10 Rogers and Rogers on Philippians 3:2. 
11 Moises Silva, Philippians, BECNT (Baker, 1992), 169. 
12 http://www.dancingdogblog.com/2009/06/454-billion-spent-on-pets-top-5-categories-8-basic-annual-

costs/ 
13 “Dogs in the east are mostly without masters; they wander at large in the streets and fields, and feed 

upon offal, and even upon corpses (cf. 1 Kings 14:11; 16:4; 21:19). They are held as unclean, and to call one a dog is 
a much stronger expression of contempt there than with us (1 Sam. 17:43; 2 Kings 8:13). The Jews called the 
heathen dogs. The term dog also is used to denote a person that is shameless, impudent, malignant, snarling, 
dissatisfied, and contentious, and is evidently so employed here. It is possible that the language used here may 
have been derived from some custom of affixing a caution on a house that was guarded by a dog to persons 
approaching it. L’Enfant remarks that at Rome it was common for a dog to lie chained before the door of a house, 
and that a notice was placed in sight, ‘Beware of the dog.’ The reference here is, doubtless, to Judaizing teachers; 
and the idea is, that they were contentious, troublesome, dissatisfied, and would produce disturbance. The strong 
language which the apostle uses here shows the sense which he had of the danger arising from their influence. By 
the use of the term here, there can be no doubt that the apostle meant to express strong disapprobation of the 
character and course of the persons referred to, and to warn the Philippians in the most solemn mariner against 
them.” Albert Barnes’ NT Commentary on Philippians 3:2.  “Dr. Thomson says of the dogs in oriental towns: "They 
lie about the streets in such numbers as to render it difficult and often dangerous to pick one's way over and 
amongst them - a lean, hungry, and sinister brood. They have no owners, but upon some principle known only to 
themselves, they combine into gangs, each of which assumes jurisdiction over a particular street; and they attack 
with the utmost ferocity all canine intruders into their territory. In those contests, and especially during the night, 
they keep up an incessant barking and howling, such as is rarely heard in any European city. The imprecations of 
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oriental annoyances" ("Land and Book," Central Palestine and Phoenicia, 593). See Psalm 59:6; Psalm 22:16. Being 
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Israelites are forbidden in Deuteronomy to bring the price of a dog into the house of God for any vow: 
Deuteronomy 23:18. The Gentiles of the Christian era were denominated "dogs" by the Jews, see Matthew 15:26. 
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Gentiles, who were considered ritually unclean. With biting irony, Paul says that the Judaizers, not the Gentiles, 
deserve that label. Paul’s irony continues as he labels those who extol good works of the law as evildoers and 
those who mutilate the flesh. This last phrase (Gk. tēn katatomēn) is a play on words with circumcision (Gk. 
peritomē). The Judaizers’ supposed badge of pride turns out to be the sign of their destruction.”  
http://www.esvbible.org/search/philippians+3%3A2/ 

14 Adam Clarke’s Commentary on Philippians 3:2.  “These were nominally Christians who accepted Jesus as 
the Messiah, but as the Savior of Israel only. They insisted that Christ's kingdom could be entered only through 
the gate of Judaism. Only circumcised converts were fully accepted by God. They appeared quite early in the 
history of the Church, and are those referred to in Acts 15:1.”  Vincent's Word Studies on Philippians 3:2.  “Paul, 
therefore, is making a startling point: the great reversal brought in by Christ means that it is the Judaizers who 
must be regarded as Gentiles.”  Moises Silva, Philippians, BECNT (Baker, 1992), 169. 

15 Rogers and Rogers on Philippians 3:2. 
16 N.T. Wright, Paul for Everyone – The Prison Letters (WJK, 2002), 117.  “Beware of evil workers; referring, 

doubtless, to the same persons that he had characterized as dogs. The reference is to Jewish teachers, whose 
doctrines and influence he regarded only as evil. We do not know what was the nature of their teaching, but we 
may presume that it consisted much in urging the obligations of the Jewish rites and ceremonies; in speaking of 
the advantage of having been born Jews; and in urging a compliance with the law in order to justification before 
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God. In this way their teachings tended to set aside the great doctrine of salvation by the merits of the Redeemer.”  
Albert Barnes’ NT Commentary on Philippians 3:2. 

17 Gordon D. Fee, Paul’s Letter to the Philippians (Eerdmans, 1995), 296.  “The concision katatomhn.  The 
cutting or excision; not peritomhn, the circumcision: the word is used by the apostle to degrade the pretensions 
which the Jews made to sanctity by the cutting in their flesh.  Circumcision was an honorable thing, for it was a 
sign of the covenant; but as they now had rejected the new covenant, their circumcision was rendered 
uncircumcision, and is termed a cutting, by way of degradation.”  Adam Clarke’s Commentary on Philippians 3:2.  
“Concision (κατατοµη ́ν) only here in the New Testament. The kindred verb occurs in the Septuagint only, of 
mutilations forbidden by the Mosaic Law. See Leviticus 21:5. The noun here is a play upon ̟εριτοµή 
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Jews of other times, Ac 16:3, but only as it was held by the false Judaizing teachers. As they held it, it was not the 
true circumcision. They made salvation to depend on it, instead of its being only a sign of the covenant with God. 
Such a doctrine, as they held it, was a mere cutting off of the flesh, without understanding anything of the true 
nature of the rite; and hence the unusual term by which he designates it.”  Albert Barnes’ NT Commentary on 
Philippians 3:2. 

18 Moises Silva, Philippians, BECNT (Baker, 1992), 170. 
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only use it twice.”  Gerald F. Hawthorne, Philippians, WBC (Word Books, 1983), 127. 

24 N.T. Wright, Paul for Everyone – The Prison Letters (WJK, 2002), 115. 
25 John T. Pless, Handling the Word of Truth – Law and Gospel in the Church Today, (Concordia Publishing House, 

2004), 13. 
26 Pless, Handling the Word of Truth, 16. 
27 Pless, Handling the Word of Truth, 17. 
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